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N
anoscale structures, and in particu-
lar nanoparticles and other size-
constrained systems, continue to

be an avenue for accessing structures and
phases not observed in commensurate
equilibrium or near-equilibrium systems.1,2

The differing thermodynamics and kinetics
in nanoparticles provide an opportunity to
explore new phases and phase equilibria
and to discover new materials with unique
catalytic, magnetic, or optical properties3�5

for use in a variety of applications. Among
the nonequilibrium phenomena observed
in metallic particles are the formation of
nonequilibrium atomic structures,6 exten-
sion of solid solubility7 and mixing of im-
miscible elements,8,9 and suppression of
phase transitions.2,10,11 The key aspectmiss-
ing in these works is finding the most stable
thermodynamic state of the system, which
is usually achieved, experimentally, by heat
treatment followed by slow (furnace) cool-
ing. The equilibrium stabilization of a phase
or structure is confirmed if the structure is

favored energetically, and subsequently,
the laws of thermodynamics can be invoked
to calculate the energetics of the phase
stabilization driven by size. The Fe�Au bi-
metallic system, as a case study, provides an
excellent opportunity to study the size-dri-
ven stabilization of the thermodynamic
phases because of its contrasting phase-
behavior in bulk and nanostructures. In the
equilibrium Fe�Au system,12 due to limited
solubility and positive heat ofmixin,g13 slow
cooling results in phase separation for a
wide range of composition. Recently, in
the Fe�Au nanoparticles, a critical radius-
of-transition, which describes the onset of
phase-separation (into bulk phases), has
been discovered,14 and similar behavior
has been observed in other systems as
well.15 Single-phase solid solutions are sta-
bilized below the critical radius, and phase
separation occurs above it. Subsequently,
we have discovered chemical ordering
within these nanoscale solid solutions, at
specific atomic ratios (1:2, 1:116 and 2:1). In
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ABSTRACT Formation of chemically ordered compounds of Fe and Au is inhibited in bulk materials due to

their limited mutual solubility. However, here we report the formation of chemically ordered L12-type Fe3Au

and FeAu3 compounds in Fe�Au sub-10 nm nanoparticles, suggesting that they are equilibrium structures in

size-constrained systems. The stability of these L12-ordered Fe3Au and FeAu3 compounds along with a

previously discovered L10-ordered FeAu has been explained by a size-dependent equilibrium thermodynamic

model. Furthermore, the spin ordering of these three compounds has been computed using ab initio first-

principle calculations. All ordered compounds exhibit a substantial magnetization at room temperature. The

Fe3Au had a high saturation magnetization of about 143.6 emu/g with a ferromagnetic spin structure. The

FeAu3 nanoparticles displayed a low saturation magnetization of about 11 emu/g. This suggests a

antiferromagnetic spin structure, with the net magnetization arising from uncompensated surface spins. First-principle calculations using the Vienna

ab initio simulation package (VASP) indicate that ferromagnetic ordering is energetically most stable in Fe3Au, while antiferromagnetic order is predicted in

FeAu and FeAu3, consistent with the experimental results.
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this work, we focus on the formation and stabilization
(through annealing) of chemically ordered structures
in the Fe�Au nanoparticles at 1:2 and 2:1 stoichiome-
tries with an average size below 10 nm. The stability of
these nanocompounds has been explained using a
size-dependent thermodynamic model and the mag-
netic behavior measured and predicted using first-
principle calculations.
Modifying the atomic (or chemical) ordering in a unit

cell provides a means to further control or alter a
material's properties.17,18 This can be observed inmany
chemically ordered structures in transition-metal com-
pounds, which are especially prevalent between 3d
and noble metals, with the most common structure
types being L12 and L10. For example, alloying ferro-
magnetic Fe or Co with the exchange-enhanced Pauli
paramagnets Pt and Pd yields the highly anisotropic
ferromagnetic and chemically ordered compounds
FePt, FePd, and CoPt,19�21 whereas FePt3 and FeRh
are antiferromagnetic.22,23 Recently, Au-rich chemically
synthesized nanoparticles have reportedly formed the
L12 Au3Fe structure,24,25 and gas-condensed FeAu na-
noparticles formed in the L10 structure.

16 TheAu3Fewas
reported to be superparamagnetic with a low magne-
tization at room temperature,24 while FeAu was ferro-
magnetic with low magnetization.16 No further infor-
mation about magnetic behavior of these ordered
structures is provided in these works. In the current
research, the stabilization of the nonequilibrium Fe�Au
L12 and L10 phases indicates toward a new set of size-
driven spin structures in confined nanosized systems,
with no such structural/magnetic phases being present
in their bulk counterparts. For the first time, magnetic
ordering and spin structures of the newly formed
structures are reported from both theoretical (first-
principle calculations) and experimental perspectives.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have investigated three nanoparticle samples
with different atomic percentages of Fe, labeled 2P (79
atomic percent Fe), 6P (53 atomic percent Fe), and 8P

(33 atomic percent Fe), where “P” refers to number of
Au plugs in the Fe target. These compositions are
relatively close to those predicted from the sputtering
rates and relative area fractions of Au and Fe on the
target. The compositions of the annealed particles
remain unchanged within experimental error. The as-
deposited particles are either bcc (2P) or fcc (6P and
8P). Complete characterization of the as-deposited
particles is reported elsewhere.7 Here, we focus on
structures formed during heat treatment. The heat-
treated particles were of uniform size, as indicated by
TEM images, although some agglomeration (sintering)
of particles in contact with one another did occur
during heat treatment. Figure 1 shows the particle-size
distribution for each composition. The distribution
follows a log-normal function which takes into account
asymmetry introduced by the agglomerates.26 The
average particle size was determined to be 7.9 ( 4.4,
4.7( 2.4, and 5.8( 3.5 nm for the samples 2P, 6P, and
8P, respectively.
The structures formed in the particles after heat

treatment were determined using fast Fourier trans-
forms (FFTs) of the high-resolution TEM images as well
as selected area electron diffraction (SAED). The high-
resolution images revealed that the particles are single
crystalline and highly ordered (Figures 2a and 3a).
This is confirmed by the sharp diffraction maxima in
(Figures 2d and 3a), with minimal defects present. For
sample 2P (Figure 2), which contains 79 atom% Fe, the
FFT reveals a pattern of intense reflections character-
istic of the [011] zone axis for an fcc structure. However,
closer inspection reveals a set of weak reflections
midway between the {200} and {220} reflections
which correspond to the {100} and {110} superlattice
reflections of a L12-type ordered structure with a lattice
parameter of 0.365 nm. The composition of these
particles is 20 atomic percent Au, close to the required
Fe3Au stoichiometry necessary for L12 ordering. The
SAED pattern reveal {110} and {211} superlattice
reflections, suggesting L12-type ordering, while the

Figure 1. Size distribution of Fe�Au nanoparticles: TEM bright-field micrograph of Fe�Au particles deposited on a carbon
substrate. The color map superimposed on the actual image shows size distribution of annealed nanoparticles. a, b, c
represent 79, 53, and 33 atom % Fe, respectively. (Insets) Histogram with a log-normal fit of the particle size distribution.
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lattice parameter determined from the FFT was cor-
roborated.
For sample 6P, which contains 53 atom % Fe

(acompositionclose to the1:1 stoichiometry) the structure
is determined to be tetragonalwith c= 0.360( 0.010 nm
anda=0.374(0.003nm. Thedetails about this structure
is presented in the Supporting Information. Additionally,
a more complete analysis would be found elsewhere.16

For sample 8P, which contains 33 atom% Fe, the FFT
in Figure 3b again shows weak {110} and {100} super-
lattice reflections indicative of structural ordering.
This FFT was indexed to the [011] zone axis. The
structure was determined to be the L12 structure
with a lattice parameter of 0.371 nm. The SAED pattern
here was consistent with the L12 structure rather
than other possible ordered structures such as the

Figure 2. Structural analysis of Fe3Au (L12) phase: (a) HRTEM imageof a particle. (b, e) Experimental and simulated fast Fourier
transform of the HRTEM image, which indexes to the [011] zone axis of a ordered L12 structure. (d) The SAED pattern was
indexed to L12 structure with a lattice parameter a = 0.365 nm. (c) A magnified and background refined view of (a) with an
overlay of the unit cell projection along [011] zone axis. (f) Simulated projection of L12 structure along the [011] zone axis. Red
and yellow spheres show Fe and Au atoms, respectively.

Figure 3. Structural analysis of FeAu3 (L12) phase: (a) HRTEM imageof a particle. (b, e) Experimental and simulated fast Fourier
transform of the HRTEM image, which indexes to the [011]zone axis of a ordered L12 structure d. The SAED pattern was
indexed to the L12 structurewith a lattice parameter a = 0.371 nm. (c) Amagnified and background refined view of (a) with an
overlay of the unit cell projection along [011] zone axis. (f) Simulated projection of L12 structure along the [011] zone axis. Red
and yellow spheres show Fe and Au atoms, respectively.
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tetragonal L60, indicated by the presence of the {221}
and {411} rings.
The formation of ordered structures in the Fe�Au

system is surprising given the positive heat of mixing
(HOM) in this system, which indicates that Fe�Fe and
Au�Au bonds are preferable over Fe�Au bonds
and results in the phase separation reflected in the
equilibrium phase diagram. However, previous work
reported that nanoscale system sizes effectively
suppressed equilibrium phase behavior.27 The stabi-
lization of compounds or phases in nanoparticles
arises from a competition between the HOM and the
total surface energy (SE)tot of the nanoparticle and the
interphase interfaces created.14,27 The HOM is a size-
dependent physical property, and with a reduction in
system size the HOM decreases, resulting in increasing
miscibility between the two constituents (in this
case, Fe and Au). The size-dependent HOM can be
expressed as28

Hm(D)
Hmb

¼ exp � 2Smb

3R
1

D

Dc
� 1

0
BB@

1
CCA 1 � 1

D

Dc
� 1

0
BB@

1
CCA (1)

where Hm(D) and Hmb represent the size-dependent
and bulk HOM, respectively. D is the particle diameter
and Dc is the critical diameter, which is usually deter-
mined to be half of the bond length of A�B type
bonds. Smb is the bulk entropy ofmixing and is given by

Smb ¼ �R(xA lnxA þ xB lnxB) (2)

where xA and xB are themole fractions of component A
and B, respectively.
The total SE of the nanoparticle (SE)tot is the surface

energy per unit area (SE)A multiplied by the surface
area of the nanoparticle. The (SE)A is determined by
the composition of the nanocompounds and atomic

arrangement of the relevant crystallographic surface.
The (SE)tot decreases with size because the surface area
decreases with particle diameter. However, the de-
crease in HOM is an exponential function of particle
size D, and decreases more rapidly than the (SE)tot,
which is proportional to the square of the particle size
D. The model excludes edge effects and the size
dependence of the (SE)A is not considered. Thus, at
small particle sizes a system that normally prefers
atomic clustering or segregation due to a positive
HOM can instead form an ordered compound because
the surface energy isminimized in an ordered structure
while the HOM is decreased.
The transition point (critical size) where ordered

compounds are energetically favored compared to
the HOM can be quantified by comparing the changes
in HOM due to size with the effects of different surface
configurations on the total surface energy (see the
Supporting Information for details of the calculations).
To accomplish this, a stability factor ΔF can now be
introduced; this is simply the difference between
the total surface energy of a nanoparticle (SE)tot and
the size-dependent HOM Hm(D). When ΔF is negative,
Hm(D) is larger and atomic clustering/segregation is
preferred. WhenΔF is positive, nanocompound forma-
tion (i.e., chemical ordering) can occur. Here, four
different kinds of surfaces were considered for each
of the three nanocompounds: chemically disordered
and ordered {111}, {110}, and {100} surfaces (Figure
4a�d). The values of the bulk HOM and elemental
surface energies were obtained from refs 29 and30,
respectively. Figure 4a�d shows the critical nanopar-
ticle diameters DT (the size at which ΔF changes sign)
belowwhich an ordered structure can form. The lowest
values of DT are obtained for {110} surfaces. For this
surface configuration, the L12-ordered FeAu3 and
Fe3Au are stable below 34 and 25 nm, respectively.

Figure 4. Energetics of nanocompound formation: Stability factor (ΔF) for three nanocompounds L12 Fe3Au, Au3Fe, and L10
FeAu. A positive value of ΔF indicates that the heat of formation of these nanocompounds is less than their surface energy
for certain size range.ΔF is calculated using four different kinds of surfaces: (a) disordered, (b) {111}, (c) {100}, and (d) {110}.
(e) The critical diameter of transition DT, below which nanocompounds are stable are shown for these four kinds of surfaces.
From disordered to (110) surfaces the total surface energy of nanoparticles deceases steadily and as a consequence the DT

decreases also.
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The L10-ordered FeAu is stable below 10 nm. The
nanoparticles investigated in this study were all below
these critical sizes. There is a steady decrease in DT

when the nanoparticle surface changes from disor-
deredf {111}f {100}f {110} as the surface energy
of the nanoparticles (SE)tot decreases through this
sequence. There are some reports31,32 of an increase
in (SE)A with deceasing particle size, which would
increase the critical size. The surface energies calcu-
lated here represent approximate values, as the neces-
sary parameters such as heat of atomization and
melting temperature for calculating the surface ener-
gies of these newly discovered compounds are not
known. However, we used our method of approximat-
ing surface energies for systems with known surface
energies (NiAl, Ni3Al, FePt, and CoPt).33,34 Our approx-
imate values are within 15%, and usually much closer,
of the reported values for these compounds. Thus, the
approximate surface energies used in our models for
these new Fe�Au compounds are reasonable. The
stabilization of nanocompounds as a consequence
between surface energy and heat of formation is
similar to the stabilization of solid-solution phases in
finite-sized systems arising from an inability of the
system to accommodate an interphase interface.14

Figure 5 shows the magnetization behavior for the
three ordered structures. The saturationmagnetization
for FeAu and FeAu3 are very low, corresponding to 0.23
and 0.51μB per Fe atom, respectively. Fe3Au, on the
other hand, was observed to have a significant mag-
netization with a magnetic moment per Fe atom close
to bulk Fe values (Table 1). The low magnetization of
the FeAuand FeAu3 canbeexplainedby thepresence of
antiferromagnetic order, with the low magnetization
values arising from uncompensated surface spins.35

Approximating the number of surface Fe atoms and
assuming that they all have a magnetic moment close
to the surface value of 2.84μB

36 results in a saturation
magnetization close to the experimentally observed
value (Table 1). Thus, it is reasonable to assume AFM
ordering in FeAu and FeAu3. The presence of a ferro-
magnetically ordered structure with a high magnetiza-
tion in Fe3Aumaymake this structure useful in a number
of applications, particularly in biomedical applications.

All three ordered structures displayed low coercivity,
including the tetragonal L10 structure (FeAu). However,
in the case of FeAu, the anisotropy may be sufficiently
high to prevent magnetization switching in a field of
70kOe [7T], particularly if themagnetization is rather low.
The magnetic ordering of Fe�Au compounds was

studied theoretically in bulk and nanoparticle configu-
rations. The stable magnetic configurations of L12 Fe3Au
and FeAu3, and L10 FeAu in bulk were determined
using first-principles calculations. The magnetic order-
ing has been calculated by comparing the energy
difference of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
configurations. For the L12-ordered Fe3Au, the ferro-
magnetic configuration was determined to be more
stable, consistent with experimental observations. For
L12-ordered Au3Fe, the antiferromagnetic configura-
tion was calculated to have lower energy, again con-
sistent with the experimental explanation of the low
magnetization value. For L10-ordered FeAu, the ferro-
magnetic configuration is slightly more favorable
than the antiferromagnetic (AFM) configuration, but
the calculated energy difference is very small, about
3.5 meV/unitcell, and small perturbations may be
sufficient to stabilize an AFM structure.
Modeling of small, 43 atom clusters was utilized to

determine themagneticmoments carried by each kind
of atom. The compositions of the model particles are
Fe36Au7, Au31Fe12, and Fe24Au19, which correspond to
L12�Fe3Au, L12�Au3Fe, and L10�FeAu, respectively.
Figure 6 shows the atomic arrangements of these
clusters. The calculated magnetic moments for Au
atoms were of the order of 0.05μB; as a result, the

Figure 5. Magnetization (M) Vs. Applied field (H) loops of Au�Fe nanoparticles at 10 and 300 K: (a, b, c) compositions 79, 53,
and 33 atom% Fe, respectively. The properties at 10 and 300 K are represented by red dots and black triangles, respectively.
The insets show second quadrant behavior.

TABLE 1. Magnetic Properties of Ordered Nanoparticlesa

MS (emu/g) coercivity (Oe) moment/Fe atom (μB)

ordering

type

particle

size (nm) 10 K 300 K 10 K 300 K expt 10 K theory 0 K

Fe3Au 7.9 ( 4.4 143.62 142.5 790 580 2.98 2.49
FeAu 4.7 ( 2.4 9 6 52 39 0.23 0
FeAu3 5.8 ( 3.5 11 9 90 50 0.85 0.51

a Net moments per Fe atom were deduced from the saturation magnetization MS

(mass polarization) of the nanoparticles.
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contribution of Au to the total magnetization was
neglected. Thus, we assumed that the total magnetiza-
tion arose from only the Fe atoms. The relaxation of
atomic coordinates did not change the values of atom-
ic moments beyond the error. Experimentally, the
magnetic moment per Fe atom was determined by
converting emu per gram to μB per Fe atom by normal-
izing to the approximate number of Fe atoms in a
typically sized nanoparticle (the approximate no. of
atoms is ∼104 for a 5 nm particle). Similarly, the total
moment for the entire 43 atom cluster is calculated and
then normalized to the number of Fe atoms. In this
way, we can more easily compare the calculated
magnetic moments with the experimental results on
a per Fe atom basis (Table 1).
For Fe36Au7, the calculated average Fe moment is

2.49μB, which is reasonably close to the experimental
value of 2.98μB. The calculated average Fe moment of
Au31Fe12 is 0.51μB per Fe atom which agrees approxi-
mately with experiments (about 0.85μB). The nonzero
magnetic moment is due to uncompensated surface
spins for both 43 atommodel cluster and nanoparticle.
For Fe24Au19, which in this case is antiferromagnetic,
the calculated average Fe moment is zero because of
the lack of uncompensated surface spins in the 43 atom
cluster; in the nanoparticle, uncompensated surface
spins exist, giving rise to the small net magnetization
and nominal magnetic moment of ∼0.23μB per Fe
atom. In all three cases, the calculated and observed

magnetic moments are in good agreement, suggest-
ing that the spin structure and atomic structure ob-
served experimentally in each case are correct.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have demonstrated that the none-
quilibrium chemically ordered L12 and L10 phases are
stable phases in Fe�Au nanoparticles. These struc-
tures, obtained after heat treatment followed by slow
cooling, are effectively products of solid�solid phase
transformations and a disorder�order transformation
upon cooling. The occurrence of these phases is in
contrast to the equilibrium phase diagram. The finite
size of the nanoparticles plays a crucial role in the
formation of these ordered structures, as the equilib-
rium phase formation is suppressed by the scale of the
system. The enthalpy of formation of the compounds
decreases as the particle size decreases, and below a
critical size this becomes smaller than the surface
energy of the particles. The nanoparticle in this size
range can sustain a metastable compound structure.
Magnetic ordering of these compounds changes with
structure. Ferromagnetic behavior with a high satura-
tion magnetization has been observed in Fe3Au. The
other two compounds (FeAu and FeAu3) show very low
saturation magnetization, which cannot be explained
by the dilution of Fe with Au. The low magnetization
values can be explained by an antiferromagnetically
ordered core along with the presence of uncompen-
sated surface spins. The magnetic spin ordering asso-
ciated with these chemically ordered structures is
calculated from first-principle. The calculations predict
that ferromagnetic ordering is the energetically most
favorable configuration for Fe3Au. For the L12 FeAu3
structure, antiferromagnetic ordering is the most
stable configuration. The energy difference between
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic configurations
is negligible for FeAu, and stabilization of either spin
structure is possible, although experimentally it appears
to be AFM. The experimentally observed Fe magnetic
moments in these three configurations agree approxi-
mately with the theoretical calculations as well.

METHODS
FeAu alloy particles were prepared by inert gas condensation37

with in a sputtering chamber whose base pressurewas kept below
10�7 Torr. AmixtureofAr/Hegaswasused to sputter the target and
maintaining temperature balance inside the chamber. The deposi-
tion rates were measured in situ using a quartz crystal thickness
monitor. The atomic gas mixture of Au and Fe was condensed to
form particles at�130 �C inside a liquid nitrogen cooled chamber.
The as-formedparticles were deposited onto a C coated Cu grid for
TEM characterization and on a Si substrate for magnetic measure-
ments. Alternate layers of C/SiO2 and Fe�Au particle layers were
deposited to isolate the particles during heat treatment.
The composition of the particles was controlled by using a

composite target with different numbers of Au “plugs” inserted
into a Fe target. Here, 2, 6, and 8 Au plugs, each 1/400 in diameter,

were inserted around the characteristic “racetrack” typical of
magnetron sputtering. From estimates using sputtering rates
for both Fe and Au, each plug increases the Au content by
approximately 8 atomic percent. Samples are denoted as 2P, 6P,
and 8P. For the characterization using transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), the particles were deposited directly onto
carbon support films and subsequently covered with about
5 nm C or SiO2 films using a second RF sputtering system
available in the system to avoid oxidation. The heat treatment of
the nanoparticle samples was performed at 600 �C for 15 min
in a quartz capsule filled with ultrahigh purity Ar after re-
peated evacuations. The samples were furnace-cooled to room
temperature.
The structural and compositional characterizations of the

nanoparticles were performed using TEM with an FEI Osiris

Figure 6. Fe�Au nanoparticle structures used in the den-
sity-functional calculations of themagnetic properties: (a) in
L12-ordered Fe3Au, (b) L10 FeAu, and (c) Au3Fe. Each nano-
particle contains 43 atoms, and the structural and composi-
tional data are taken from experiment. Red and yellow
spheres indicate Fe and Au atoms, respectively.
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and Tecnai G2 F20. The image analysis was carried out using
ImageJ. The compositions of the particles were determined by
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) in the transmission
electron microscope using a nonconverged electron probe for
simultaneous sampling of a large number of particles and
standardless analysis.
For the magnetic measurements, the particles were em-

bedded in a C or SiO2 matrix by alternate deposition from the
particle source and the RF source. The total thickness of these
composite films was between 30 to 60 nm. The magnetic mea-
surements were conducted at 10 and 300 K using a Quantum
DesignMagnetic Property Measurement System (MPMS) super-
conducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnet-
ometer with a maximum field of 7 T. The magnetic signal
from the diamagnetic Si substrate was subtracted from the
sample signal by fitting a straight line to the high-field region
and subtracting the linear portion from the measured signal.
The saturation magnetizations were calculated by plotting M vs
1/H2 in the high-field regions and extrapolating to 1/H2 = 0.
The magnetization was normalized to the number of Fe

atoms (nFe) in the nanoparticles. First of all, nanoparticles were
deposited on the TEM grid and the Si substrate (for magnetic
measurement) under the same deposition conditions (deposi-
tion rate, chamber pressure, gas flow rate, and average film
thickness). An individual layer of the multilayer sample for
magnetic measurement was identical to the sample on the
TEM grid. The size distribution was calculated from the TEM
images and from this the average volume of the nanoparticles
in a single layer was determined. The saturation magnetization
of the sample was then normalized to the overall volume of the
nanaoparticles in the multilayer film. As the structure of the
nanoparticles were known, the theoretical density and subse-
quently the mass of the nanoparticles were determined. The
number of Fe atoms (nFe) in a nanoparticle is calculated from the
lattice parameter and the nanoparticle volume. The same (nFe)
for a single layer was calculated from the volume distribution.
The saturationmagnetizationwas then finally normalized to the
number of Fe atoms in a multilayer film.
The first-principle calculations have been performed in the

framework of density functional theory (DFT) using projected
augmented method (PAW) as implemented in Vienna ab initio
simulation package (VASP).38 The exchange-correlation effects
were treated using generalized gradient approximation (GGA-
PBE). The calculations have been performed using lattice para-
meters obtained in our experiments. For the bulk calculations,
20 � 20 � 10 Monkhorst�Pack grid for k-point sampling is
used.39 For the particles calculations, Γ-point is used for k-point
sampling. All the particles are placed in a cubic supercell with
1.5 nmof vacuum to ensure that there is no interaction between
neighboring particles. The convergence criterion of 10�4 eV has
been used for electronic structure. Our experimental results are
supported by the DFT simulations.
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